This study investigated to what extent spatial release from masking (SRM) deficits in hearingimpaired adults may be related to reduced audibility of the test stimuli. Sixteen adults with sensorineural hearing loss and 28 adults with normal hearing were assessed on the Listening in Spatialized Noise-Sentences test, which measures SRM using a symmetric speech-on-speech masking task. Stimuli for the hearing-impaired listeners were delivered using three amplification levels (National Acoustic Laboratories -Revised Profound prescription (NAL-RP) þ25%, and NAL-RP þ50%), while stimuli for the normal-hearing group were filtered to achieve matched audibility. SRM increased as audibility increased for all participants. Thus, it is concluded that reduced audibility of stimuli may be a significant factor in hearing-impaired adults' reduced SRM even when hearing loss is compensated for with linear gain. However, the SRM achieved by the normal hearers with simulated audibility loss was still significantly greater than that achieved by hearing-impaired listeners, suggesting other factors besides audibility may still play a role.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spatial cues are some of the most salient cues available to listeners to aid in the segregation of speech streams in noisy environments. Typically, in real world situations, target speech and interfering noise arise from different directions. The resulting differences in interaural time differences (ITDs) and interaural level differences (ILDs) make separating the speech from the noise easier (Bamiou, 2007) . The ability to exploit these spatial cues has been referred to in the literature by many terms including spatial release from masking (SRM), spatial unmasking, and spatial processing, and is commonly measured as the difference in intelligibility between a condition where target and noise sources are spatially separated and a reference condition where all sources are co-located. In many cases, a spatial advantage arises because the physical locations of the sounds offer an improvement in the effective signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). An improved SNR can reduce both "energetic masking" (EM), where sounds compete for representation at the auditory periphery, and "informational masking" (IM), where sounds are confusable and compete for central resources (see Kidd et al., 2008 for a review). When IM is the dominant problem, it appears that the perceived separation of sources, even in the absence of an improved SNR, can provide an advantage by enabling attention to be directed selectively (e.g., Freyman et al., 1999) .
Normal-hearing (NH) adults are able to gain as much as 20 dB of benefit from SRM (Bronkhorst and Plomp, 1988) , although the amount of benefit varies depending on the physical properties of the interfering noise, the relative amounts of EM and IM, the degree of spatial separation, and the listener's task. Unfortunately, the same degree of benefit has not been seen in hearing-impaired (HI) listeners (e.g., Gelfand et al., 1988; Dubno et al., 2002; Arbogast et al., 2002; Marrone et al., 2008; Glyde et al., 2013c) . There are several broad hypotheses that have been considered as to why HI listeners show reduced SRM. First, it is possible that reduced audibility limits the availability of speech information, as well as the associated spatial cues, both of which reduce the potential for SRM. This is arguably the simplest hypothesis and is of primary interest in this study. a) Sections of the research reported here were also reported in the doctoral dissertation of H.G. and the masters dissertation of L.N. Findings from this research were presented at the World Congress of Audiology XXXII (Brisbane, Australia, 2014) and at the Midwinter meeting of the ARO (San Diego, USA, 2014).
Alternative hypotheses that have been raised include reductions in the fidelity of spatial cues as a result of degraded neural coding, a change in the relative amounts of EM and IM, or a reduced ability to direct spatial attention. We consider three distinct ways in which reduced audibility has the potential to affect SRM. First, there will be a reduced dynamic range for absolute target audibility, which might limit the amount of improvement in intelligibility that is possible given spatial separation. Second, loss of audibility could prevent HI people from accessing improvements in SNR in the "better ear" usually provided by the head shadow when competing sounds are spatially separated. As the head shadow is frequency-dependent, these improvements in SNR are primarily available at high frequencies (i.e., above about 1.5 kHz) where typical hearing losses are most severe. Third, whatever components of the target and masker that are perceptible will be received at a reduced sensation level, potentially reducing their salience and that of the ITD and ILD cues associated with them.
Despite decades of research investigating spatial processing ability in HI people the role played by reduced audibility of the test stimuli, particularly for paradigms that use speech maskers, remains uncertain. One test configuration that has been used in numerous recent studies involves the presentation of speech maskers separated symmetrically to either side of the head (Marrone et al., 2008; Best et al., 2012; Gallun et al., 2013; Glyde et al., 2013b; Glyde et al. 2013c) . This configuration produces a large SRM in NH listeners, but a much smaller SRM in HI listeners. While all listeners tend to perform similarly (and poorly) in the colocated configuration, NH listeners are able to achieve much lower thresholds in the symmetric masker configuration. For this paradigm, the robust SRM in NH listeners has been attributed largely to the perceived separation causing a release from IM, although it has also been shown that the size of the release can be related to energetic factors or the opportunity for better-ear glimpsing (Brungart and Iyer, 2012; Glyde et al., 2013a) .
Previous studies have employed flat amplification (at the source) for HI participants in an attempt to remove audibility as a confounding factor (e.g., Marrone et al., 2008) . Though this approach improves overall audibility, it does not account for the sloping nature of most hearing losses and thus does not provide "normal" audibility across the spectrum. In our previous experiment using the Listening in Spatialized Noise-Sentences test (LiSN-S; Glyde et al., 2013c) individualized linear amplification according to the revised National Acoustic Laboratories prescription procedure for profound hearing losses (NAL-RP) was utilized to compensate for reduced audibility. Despite this, SRM was negatively correlated with degree of hearing loss (partial r 2 ¼ 0.66) when age was controlled for. For instance, a person with a 60 dB four-frequency average hearing loss (4FAHL) gained only 4 dB of benefit from spatial separation as compared with 14 dB of benefit seen for NH listeners. NAL-RP, like most fitting prescriptions, does not attempt to provide audibility equal to that experienced by NH listeners (i.e., it does not "invert the audiogram") (Dillon, 2012) . By providing amplification we can be confident that the target speech was intelligible to the HI listeners in quiet, however we cannot assert they had the same amount of access to the high-frequency information as NH listeners. Furthermore, NAL-RP was developed to provide optimal gain for a 65 dB sound pressure level (SPL) input but the levels of the LiSN-S stimuli are lower than this. The fixed-level maskers are set at a combined level of 55 dB SPL, which would have resulted in an output that was lower than optimal. Therefore, it is possible that reduced audibility was a contributing factor to reduced SRM seen in HI listeners in Glyde et al. (2013c) . One way to evaluate the effect of audibility is to provide extra amplification above that provided by NAL-RP.
However, the amount of extra amplification that can be applied to an individual subject is limited by loudness discomfort, which typically does not allow full restoration of NH audibility in HI subjects. An alternative, or complementary, method is to simulate hearing loss by reducing audibility in NH subjects. This experimental approach has the advantage that reduced audibility can be studied in isolation, since NH listeners do not have other deficits, commonly associated with hearing loss, that may also affect SRM. The current study combined these two approaches to evaluate the effect of audibility on SRM. To the extent possible, different levels of extra amplification were applied on top of the NAL-RP prescription to HI adults. Additionally we simulated the audibility resulting from the combination of hearing loss and these different amplification levels in NH listeners by filtering (i.e., attenuating) the speech material. It was hypothesized that HI listeners provided with additional gain on top of NAL-RP would show an increase in SRM as measured by the LiSN-S, and that the measured SRM would be similar in NH listeners tested with the corresponding filtered stimuli.
II. EXPERIMENTAL MATERIAL AND METHODS

A. Participants
The study was conducted under the ethical clearance and guidance of the Australian Hearing Ethics Committee. All participants provided written informed consent prior to testing and received a gratuity of $20 to cover travel costs associated with attending the research appointment. A summary of demographic information for each of the participant groups and comparison samples are available in Table I .
Hearing-impaired participants
Sixteen adults with a sloping mild-to-moderate sensorineural hearing loss, with an air-bone gap smaller than 10 dB, and who were aged between 21 and 80 years (mean ¼ 68.8 years) participated in the study. Hearing losses were symmetrical, defined as left-and right-ear thresholds at octave frequencies from 250 to 4000 Hz being within 10 dB of each other. Larger differences were accepted at frequencies above 4 kHz and occurred in a number of tested subjects. Mean audiometric thresholds are shown in Table II . All participants were experienced hearing aid users (>2 years) and were required to have English as their first language to be eligible to participate. Moreover, they were all healthy, fully functional, independent volunteers with no reported cognitive deficits and were taken from a database available at the National Acoustic Laboratories.
Normal-hearing participants
Twenty-eight NH adults aged between 18 and 53 years (mean ¼ 30.9 years) also took part and made up the simulated HI groups. Each participant had hearing thresholds equal to or better than 20 dB hearing level (HL) at each octave frequency from 250 Hz to 8000 Hz which did not differ more than 10 dB between ears. The NH participants were divided into two groups for which different levels of reduced audibility were applied. Group A contained 12 NH adults who were given stimuli with an audibility that simulated hearing loss with NAL-RP amplification. The remaining 16 NH adults were assigned to group B and were given stimuli with an audibility simulating amplification levels of NAL-RP þ 25% and NAL-RP þ 50% on top of hearing loss.
B. Speech material
As in Glyde et al. (2013c) participants were assessed on the LiSN-S. The LiSN-S was selected for use as it is a clinically standardized measure of SRM. The LiSN-S, which is described in detail in Cameron and Dillon (2007) , assesses SRM using a sentence repetition task conducted under headphones. Stimuli are convolved with head related transfer functions (HRTFs) to provide simulated spatial cues. The test includes 120 short target sentences (e.g., "The brother carried her bag") which are presented from 0 azimuth in the presence of two competing children's stories which act as maskers. In the current study all participants were assessed on: the same voices 0 (SV0) condition in which the maskers are voiced by the same female speaker as the target sentences and are perceived as coming from 0 azimuth; and the same voices 690 (SV90) condition in which the maskers are voiced by the same female speaker as the target sentences, but one masker emanates from þ90 azimuth while the other emanates from À90
azimuth. The amount of SRM obtained by each participant is calculated as the difference in performance between the SV90 and SV0 conditions. This derived score is termed the spatial advantage. In order to allow more levels of audibility to be assessed without repeating sentence lists, the decision was made to only include the same voice conditions (which causes the most IM and also produces the largest difference between NH and HI listeners; Glyde et al., 2013c) . Sentence lists were counterbalanced across conditions.
C. Audibility processing
In addition to that provided by NAL-RP, the present study measured two additional audibility levels. Since NAL-RP is only defined for a frequency range of up to 6 kHz, it was extended here by simply applying the standard NAL-RP gain prescription formula above 6 kHz (Dillon, 2012) while setting the required parameter k to À2 dB. Above 8 kHz the gain was kept constant and was lowpass filtered at 12 kHz by applying a 16th-order Butterworth filter. As further described in Secs. II C 1 and II C 2 an additional 25% and 50% of gain on top of NAL-RP prescription levels were used. NAL-RP þ 50% was judged to be the maximum gain that could be presented safely to all participating HI listeners without encountering issues of discomfort. Details regarding how these audibility levels were achieved for both groups are provided in the following two sections.
Processing applied for hearing-impaired participants
The individual, frequency-dependent gains (in dB) that were applied to the speech mixture to provide different levels of audibility were calculated as
( 1) with HL the hearing loss of the considered test subject averaged across ears, g RP the corresponding gain prescribed by NAL-RP (Sec. II C), a a gain-factor 0 a 1 that controls the extra gain that is applied on top of the gain prescribed by NAL-RP, and g RP * an effective gain given by
with L NH the speech level at the output of a NH auditory bandpass (BP) filterbank averaged over all target sentences and L HI the corresponding speech level at the output of a HI auditory BP filterbank. In the case of a ¼ 0, Eq. (1) prescribes a gain according to NAL-RP (i.e., g HI ¼ g RP ). In the case of a ¼ 1, a very high gain is prescribed that fully restores NH audibility. The value of a therefore indicates the extent to which the additional gain removes the deficit in audibility that occurs with NAL-RP amplification relative to the audibility provided by normal hearing. The frequencydependent gains given in Eq. (1) were realized by linearphase finite impulse response (FIR) filters with a length of 1024 samples at a sampling frequency of f s ¼ 44.100 Hz. The BP-filters applied in the derivation of the speech levels L HI and L NH were realized by fourth-order Gammatone filters (Patterson et al., 1988) . The bandwidth of the NH BP-filters was equal to one equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB: Patterson et al., 1988) . The HI BPfilters had an increased bandwidth, which was calculated according to the equations provided by Nejime and Moore (1997) and by applying the average hearing thresholds provided in Table II . The different filterbanks take into account the effect of spectral integration of the target signal by the auditory filters on audibility that is only relevant for broadband signals like speech but not for pure tones as used in an audiogram. With reference to Eq. (2), the broader auditory filters in the impaired system result in an increased effective speech level (i.e., L HI ! L NH ) and thus, result in an increased effective gain (i.e., g RP * ! g RP ). For the above HI auditory filters this frequency-dependent increase is up to 6 dB.
Three different audibility levels were realized: a ¼ 0 (NAL-RP), a ¼ 0.25 (NAL-RP þ 25%), and a ¼ 0.50 (NAL-RP þ 50%). The resulting average (broadband) speech levels for the target sentences at an SNR of 0 dB (corresponding to a target level of 55 dB) were 74, 82, and 91 dB SPL. Figure 1 (left panel) shows the gains prescribed for the HL given in Table II for a ¼ 0 (NAL-RP), a ¼ 0.50 (NAL-RP þ 50%), and a ¼ 1 (NH). The corresponding (amplified) speech spectra at the output of the described HI BP filterbank are shown in the right panel of Fig. 1 together with the relevant hearing threshold. From this figure it can be deduced that the different amplification levels have a direct effect on the audible bandwidth of the sentence materials.
Processing applied for normal-hearing participants
The speech materials were adjusted (attenuated) to provide audibility to a NH participant equal to that which would have been experienced by an aided HI participant with hearing thresholds equal to those shown in Table II . Based on the concepts described in Sec. II C 1, the required attenuation was realized by linear-phase FIR filters with a length of 1024 samples (f s ¼ 44.100 Hz) and a gain response (in dB) given by
with HL the considered hearing loss, a the gain-factor introduced in Sec. II C 1, and g RP * given in Eq. (2). In addition to the audibility levels described in Sec. II C 1 (i.e., a ¼ 0, a ¼ 0.25, and a ¼ 0.50) the standard NH condition was also realized (i.e., a ¼ 1). This resulted in average (broadband) speech levels for the target sentences at an SNR of 0 dB of 31, 37, 43, and 55 dB SPL.
To illustrate the processing involved in the described hearing loss simulations, the target speech spectra for the average HI subject at the output of a HI BP filterbank are replotted in Fig. 2(a) from Fig. 1 (left panel) for the case that an amplification according to NAL-RP (a ¼ 0) is applied. The figure also contains the relevant hearing threshold. The same speech spectrum, but normalized to the hearing threshold, is shown in Fig. 2(c) . The corresponding figures for the case of the simulated hearing loss are shown in Figs. 2(b) and 2(d). It can be seen that after amplification or attenuation, respectively, the (grey-shaded) area between the average target speech spectrum and the hearing threshold is Table II ). Fig. 1(b) and is only included for comparison.
basically the same for the HI and the simulated HI case. The slightly rougher curve in the simulated HI case is due to the NH BP filterbank that was applied to derive the simulated HI speech spectra, which had narrower filters than in the HI case (see Sec. II C 1).
D. Procedure
Testing took place in a sound-attenuated booth. The LiSN-S was administered via HD215 Sennheiser headphones (Sennheiser, Wennebostel, Germany) attached to a personal computer using an in-house produced MATLAB version of the LiSN-S software (Glyde et al., 2013a) . The MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) version was selected for use in the experiment instead of the commercially available version to allow the experimenters to easily replace the original LiSN-S audio files with those that had the audibility filters applied. To ensure presentation levels prior to filtering would have been equivalent to that used in the commercial software, calibration was undertaken according to Cameron and Dillon (2007) using a GRAS RA0045 ear simulator.
An adaptive one-up one-down procedure was applied to measure speech reception threshold (SRT), the SNR at which a listener correctly understands 50% of all the words within a sentence. The starting SNR was þ7 dB and participants were required to repeat the target sentences heard. Whole word scoring was used and no tense errors were accepted. If the participant repeated more than 50% of the words in the sentence correctly the SNR was decreased by 2 dB. If less than 50% of the words were repeated correctly the SNR was increased by 2 dB. If exactly 50% of the words were repeated correctly then the SNR remained the same. Testing started after at least five sentences were presented to the subject and the first upward reversal occurred. Testing in each condition concluded when either a minimum of 17 sentences were presented and the participant achieved a standard error of less than 1 dB or the maximum number of 30 sentences was reached. The participant's 50% SRT was then calculated as the average SNR at which each of the trials was presented during the testing phase. This procedure was the same as used in Glyde et al. (2013c) .
E. Comparison samples
For the purposes of analysis, data from the current study were compared to results from two other samples: (1) 16 HI adults from Glyde et al. (2013c) ; and (2) the 96 NH adults from the LiSN-S normative data study (Cameron et al., 2011) . The 16 HI adults were chosen for comparison purposes as their hearing losses were similar to those of the HI participants in the current study (4FAHLs within 5 dB of 50 dB HL; see Table II for audiometric thresholds) and moreover, they received "standard" amplification according to NAL-RP. The normative data sample was selected to provide a reference point for LiSN-S performance in audiometrically NH adult listeners. Descriptive statistics regarding the age range for each group is provided in Table I .
III. RESULTS
All statistical analyses were conducted using R (version 3.0.2), with the additional packages nlme (version 3.1-113) and multcomp (version 1.3-1).
The mean SRTs and 95% confidence intervals for each condition for simulated HI and HI individuals are displayed in Fig. 3 . Figure 4 shows the mean SRM and 95% confidence intervals for both groups at the different audibility levels. In both the spatially separated (SV90) and co-located (SV0) conditions performance was consistently worse for the HI group at each audibility level. It also appears that for both groups increased stimulus levels resulted in better performance in the spatially separated condition but had little effect on the co-located condition. To assess whether this reflects significant changes in SRM, the spatial advantage results were analyzed further.
To account for the fact that the data contain more than one measurement for some subjects (see Table I ), results from the HI group were analyzed by fitting a linear mixedeffects model (Hothorn et al., 2008) . This model had spatial advantage as the dependent variable, amplification level as a fixed effect, and a subject-specific intercept as the random effect. A significant effect of amplification level on spatial advantage was found [F (2,14) ¼ 13.9, p < 0.001], and all differences between pairs of levels were statistically significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons (p < 0.02).
As for the HI group, a linear mixed-effects model was fitted to the simulated HI group, with the difference being that now there were four amplification levels instead of three. A significant effect of amplification on spatial advantage was found for the simulated HI groups [F (3,14) ¼ 34.9, p < 0.001], and all differences between pairs of levels were statistically significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons (p < 0.05).
To determine whether SRM differed significantly between groups at any of the tested amplification levels (NAL-RP, NAL-RP þ 25%, NAL-RP þ 50%), a linear mixed-effects model was fitted to both groups but excluding the data for normal audibility. The dependent variable was spatial advantage, the fixed effects were group, amplification level and their interaction, and the random effect was a subject-specific intercept. Significant differences were found FIG. 3 . Mean SRT 6 95% confidence intervals for SV90 and SV0 conditions by amplification level for both HI groups (squares) and simulated HI groups (circles). Results from comparison samples are connected by the dashed lines.
for the main effects group [F (1,58) ¼ 19.9, p < 0.001] as well as amplification level [F (2,28) ¼ 33.1, p < 0.001], but no interaction was found between group and amplification level [F (2,28) 
All differences between groups within each amplification level were statistically significant after adjustment for multiple comparisons (p < 0.02).
IV. DISCUSSION
A. Summary of results
The aim of this study was to investigate whether reduced audibility may contribute to the reduced SRM that has been observed for HI listeners in symmetric speech-onspeech masking paradigms (e.g., Marrone et al., 2008; Best et al., 2012; Gallun et al., 2013; Glyde et al., 2013c) . By reducing the audibility of speech materials presented to NH listeners as well as increasing the amplification provided to HI listeners, we were able to examine the effect of four different levels of audibility on SRM. For both the HI and simulated HI listeners, spatial advantage systematically improved as the provided amount of amplification increased. From the NAL-RP baseline, applying an extra gain of 25%/ 50% resulted in an improvement of 2.4/4.1 dB for the HI listeners and 2.7/4.5 dB for the simulated HI listeners. When spatial advantage is compared for the simulated HI group with NAL-RP to the comparison NH group with "full" audibility, the overall improvement was 6.2 dB. The observed improvements in spatial advantage were purely due to a decrease in SRTs achieved in the spatially separated condition. These results support the hypothesis that a reduction in audibility can limit the amount of SRM that an individual attains.
These results are consistent with the earlier work of Arbogast et al. (2002) , who found that the sensation level of the stimuli significantly affected the amount of SRM achieved for a speech-on-speech masking condition. They reported that differences between their HI and NH groups lessened when discrepancies in sensational level were minimized. The findings of Kidd et al. (2010) are also consistent with the current findings. In that study, sentence materials presented in spatially separated, interfering speech were low-pass filtered at 1.5 kHz for NH listeners. Low-pass filtering would have resulted in a large reduction in, or complete loss of, audibility at high frequencies and, as in the present study, SRM was found to be reduced compared to the broadband control condition.
B. Possible consequences of reduced audibility
As laid out in Sec. I, reduced audibility has the potential to affect SRM in several ways, including a reduction in absolute target audibility, a loss of head shadow benefits when competing sounds are spatially separated, and reduced access to spatial cues for both binaural signal enhancement and localization.
Absolute target audibility can affect performance on speech-in-speech tasks by setting an upper limit on performance; if the target is not sufficiently above a listener's hearing threshold (as illustrated in Fig. 5 , right panel) then intelligibility will only reach a certain level no matter what cues (such as spatial separation) are provided. This issue is especially relevant for tests such as the LiSN-S that use an adaptive target level, where the target can reach very low levels. In the LiSN-S, low target levels are more likely to be reached in the spatially separated condition than in the co-located condition, and thus elevated hearing thresholds are more likely to reduce audibility in the spatially separated condition. This is a viable explanation for the pattern of results we observed, in which reduced audibility reduced the separated thresholds and thus the SRM.
To better understand the role of head shadow in the current experiment, we compared the spectrum levels of the maskers applied in the simulated HI condition with the spectrum level of threshold simulating noise. The idea is that when the level of the masker is above the level of the threshold simulating noise, then the masker is the dominant masker and its temporal, spectral, and spatial properties directly affect the audibility of the target. In such cases, the auditory system can apply better-ear glimpsing to improve speech intelligibility, assuming the target is also in the audible range (see above). In the opposite case, the threshold simulating noise is the dominant masker, which is here described by a diffuse noise without any direction-dependent properties, FIG. 4 . Mean SRM 6 95% confidence intervals by amplification level for both the simulated HI (circles) and HI groups (squares). Results from the comparison samples are indicated by the dashed lines.
FIG. 5. (Color online)
Masker spectrum levels at the output of a NH BP filterbank relative to the spectrum level of threshold simulating noise for two amplification levels. The spectrum level of the threshold simulating noise is given by the dashed lines. The larger of the two spectrum levels is considered the effective masker level. Shaded areas indicate the range of masker levels when averaged either over the ear with the lower or higher short-term level, i.e., indicating the potential effect of better-ear glimpsing. The average target spectrum at 0 dB-SNR is very similar to the spectrum of the co-located maskers shown in the right panel.
and hence there are no opportunities to make use of the head shadow.
The spectrum level of the threshold simulating noise was calculated using the procedures described in ANSI S3. 5-1997 5- (ANSI, 1997 . The reference internal noise spectrum level given in Table I of ANSI S-3.5-1997 was transformed to the equivalent level at the listener's eardrums by applying the HRTFs used in the LiSN-S to simulate target and masker signals that arrive from the front. The resulting spectrum levels were integrated in 1-ERB wide frequency bands. Similarly, the spectrum level of the maskers was calculated using a NH BP filterbank (see Sec. II C 2). To illustrate the potential effect of better-ear glimpsing, in each frequency channel, short-term RMS levels were calculated by averaging either the lower or higher of the levels at the two ears of the listener. The resulting better-ear and worseear spectrum levels of the maskers, normalized by the spectrum level of the threshold simulating noise, are shown in Fig. 5 for NAL-RP and NAL-RP þ 50% amplification condition. The grey-shaded areas indicate the range from the better ear to the worse ear masker levels and thus, indicate the potential effect of better ear glimpsing. The left panel shows the case of the spatially separated condition and the right panel of the co-located condition. The spectrum level of the threshold simulating noise is indicated by the dashed lines, and due to the applied normalization is given by a straight horizontal line at a level of 0 dB. It should be noted that only long-term RMS signal levels are shown here, and that in particular for the highly fluctuating speech masker, the individual short-term RMS levels vary significantly around these long-term levels.
In the spatially separated condition (Fig. 5 , left panel) it can be seen that when NAL-RP is applied, a major part of the masker that could be used for better-ear glimpsing is buried in the threshold simulating noise-floor and therefore, cannot be accessed by the auditory system to enhance speech intelligibility. When extra gain (sufficient to remove 50% of the deficit in audibility relative to normal hearing) is applied on top of NAL-RP, a significant part of the masker is lifted above the threshold simulating noise-floor and is available for better-ear glimpsing. In the co-located case (Fig. 5 , right panel) better-ear glimpsing is negligible.
Besides better-ear glimpsing (or ILD-based processing), the auditory system can additionally utilize ITD cues to improve speech intelligibly in spatial noise, either by using an equalization-cancellation-like process (Durlach, 1963) to reduce EM, or by providing localization cues to spatially segregate the target from the maskers and reduce IM (Freyman et al., 1999) . ITD processing is much more effective at low frequencies (<1.5 kHz), where the signal's fine structure is analyzed by the auditory system, than at high frequencies, where the signal's envelope is analyzed (e.g., Blauert, 1997) . Given that, in the current case, audibility was generally not an issue at low frequencies and amplification mainly affected audibility at high frequencies, it is expected that any advantage provided by ITDs was rather independent of amplification. Although we have focused on how audibility might affect the spatial cues that drive SRM, it is also worth considering the idea that audibility can affect the relative amounts of EM and IM in a speech mixture, and hence indirectly influence the amount of SRM observed. For example, Arbogast et al. (2002) raised the idea that increasing the sensation level might increase the intelligibility of the competing sounds and hence the amount of IM experienced. Since, in some circumstances, a greater amount of masking means greater scope for unmasking, this could explain an increase in SRM. Following this argument, the co-located SRTs shown in Fig. 3 (left panel) should increase with increasing amplification, reflecting an increase in IM, and the spatially separated thresholds should remain relatively constant. Instead, we found that amplification mainly affected the separated thresholds, and had little effect on the co-located thresholds (in fact they tended to decrease -even though not significantly). Overall, the effects of amplification we observed are more consistent with an explanation based on target audibility, and/or the availability of spatial cues, rather than changes in IM. It is worth noting that reduced audibility caused by hearing loss clearly reduces SRM for stimuli containing no IM (such as when speech is masked by a steady noise, e.g., Dubno et al., 2002) .
C. Remaining differences between NH and HI
Despite equating audibility between the simulated HI and HI participants in the present study, a significant difference in performance and SRM remained between the two groups at each of the amplification levels. The simulated HI participants performed approximately 1.5 dB better in the co-located condition and 4 dB better in the separated condition than the HI group of the current study for both the NAL-RP þ 25% and NAL-RP þ 50% conditions. Clearly the measured difference in the co-located condition, and part of the difference in the separated condition could be attributed to a number of factors that are not necessarily related to spatial separation. However, NH listeners who were tested with the filtered stimuli still achieved significantly greater SRM than HI individuals, achieving on average approximately 2.5 dB more benefit.
The difference in SRM between the groups may be attributable to the fact that the HI participants had a range of hearing thresholds, some worse and some better than the hearing loss we attempted to match with the stimulus presented to the simulated HI individuals (see Table II ). It is possible that the listeners with worse thresholds brought down the mean performance in the HI group, by a greater degree than those with better thresholds brought it up, relative to those with the average loss. However, this explanation does not seem likely given the strong linear relationship between hearing thresholds and performance in each of the LiSN-S conditions found in Glyde et al. (2013c) .
It is also possible that the 40 year average age difference between the HI groups and simulated HI groups may play a role. A number of researchers have argued that age may contribute to spatial processing deficits (e.g., Divenyi and Haupt, 1997; Divenyi et al., 2005; Murphy et al., 2006; Gallun et al., 2013) , although other studies have found no significant age effect for SRM (e.g., Gelfand et al., 1988; Singh et al., 2008; Cameron et al., 2011; F€ ullgrabe et al., 2015) . It is worth noting that the effect of age, within an adult cohort, on SRM achieved in the LiSN-S paradigm was calculated using multiple regression analysis in the Glyde et al. (2013c) study and found to be insignificant (P ¼ 0.10). Nevertheless, those data showed that up to 1 dB change in spatial advantage might be expected between the mean age of the simulated HI sample and the mean age of the HI sample.
Another potential factor contributing to the SRM differences between the HI group and simulated HI participants is changes to frequency resolution within the frequency range where the target signal is audible. People with a sensorineural hearing loss are known to have wider auditory filters (de Boer and Bouwmeester, 1974) effectively resulting in a reduced number of independent auditory channels. This has the potential to affect performance in two ways. First, HI participants would have less opportunity to compare information across frequency channels and to identify some of the finer spectro-temporal differences between the target and interfering speech in both the spatially separated and co-located conditions, thus resulting in reduced overall performance. Second, the wider spread of excitation along the cochlea which is associated with wider auditory filters could affect the ability of a HI individual to access better-ear spectral glimpses or reduce the efficiency of the better ear glimpsing mechanism by providing fewer glimpses but with a broader bandwidth. For a similar cohort of HI individuals, Glyde et al. (2013a) predicted that reduced better-ear glimpsing efficiency due to decreased frequency resolution results in a 1 dB reduction in SRM.
Moreover, one should not rule out the potential contribution of ITDs to the group difference observed here. As mentioned earlier, ITDs are dominant in the low frequencies and would have been relatively unaffected by the filtering applied for the young NH listeners in this study. On the other hand, there is some evidence in the literature that listeners with hearing loss have reduced sensitivity to ITDs (F€ ullgrabe and Moore, 2014) , which may reduce their ability to achieve SRM (e.g., Gallun et al., 2014) .
Regardless of the cause of this remaining 2.5 dB deficit in SRM, the finding that audibility can account for the majority of the observed reduction in SRM (5.8 dB of an initial 8.3 dB difference) is an important one. For researchers it suggests that audibility must be carefully accounted for if differences in SRM are to be fully understood. For hearing rehabilitation it suggests that if HI people could be provided with greater amplification, particularly in the mid to high frequencies (>2-3 kHz) as done here, their difficulty hearing in noise may be substantially reduced. This is by no means a straightforward task, since often the gain required cannot be provided by current hearing aids, and in any case listeners might not accept such high levels in their daily life because of their reduced dynamic range. Nonetheless, as shown by Moore et al. (2010) , extended bandwidth nonlinear amplification can provide small improvements in speech intelligibility under conditions of spatial separation. This may be even further improved by novel interactive combinations of compression, directional amplification and adaptive noise reduction.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This investigation determined that reduced audibility can account for a substantial proportion of the spatial processing deficits of HI listeners at least when SRM is measured using the applied speech-on-speech paradigm. Increasing amplification in HI individuals, on top of NAL-RP, resulted in increased SRM, while reducing audibility in NH listeners led to a reduction in SRM. However, after audibility was equalized the SRM measured in HI subjects was still consistently smaller than in NH listeners, suggesting that other factors besides audibility play a role.
